Experimental and Computational Approaches for Single-Cell Enhancer Perturbation Assay.
Transcriptional enhancers drive cell-type-specific gene expression patterns, and thus play key roles in development and disease. Large-scale consortia have extensively cataloged >one million putative enhancers encoded in the human genome. But few enhancers have been endogenously tested for function. For almost all enhancers, it remains unknown what genes they target and how much they contribute to target gene expression. We have previously developed a method called Mosaic-seq, which enables the high-throughput interrogation of enhancer activity by performing pooled CRISPRi-based epigenetic suppression of enhancers with a single-cell transcriptomic readout. Here, we describe an optimized version of this method, Mosaic-seq2. We have made several key improvements that have significantly simplified the library preparation process and increased the overall sensitivity and throughput of the method.